
Awnings
Bring comfort and individuality outdoors
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Enjoy your garden & enhance your 
home with a new Luxaflex® awning

Our awnings provide perfect shade to keep you cool on the hottest days whilst enabling

the use of your patio even when the weather is less than ideal. 

The patio becomes an extension to your home. Imagine being able to dine 

outside with friends or family on a warm summer evening or even in showery weather.
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Luxaflex®

Guarantee
Year5Awnings also provide protection from fading for carpets and soft furnishings 

without having to draw the curtains and lose your view. Control the light & add 
character to your windows.

Assembled in the UK to the highest European quality standards,  Luxaflex®
awnings combine Italian flair & design with cutting edge technology to provide 
the perfect systems for you.

Luxaflex® is your guarantee of quality, innovation & years of enjoyment.
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Your choice, made to measure 
personally for you by Luxaflex®

The choice is huge, Luxaflex® awnings are available in a variety of systems providing 
shade and elegance to all sizes of patio, along with practicality and professionalism to
commerce. The range of folding arm awnings will span up to 14 metres wide and flush 
fitting cassetted versions provide protection for the fabric and components.

Innovative ideas will add versatility where space is at a premium or provide an alternative
way to provide shade in your conservatory. Drop arm, canopies, parasols and terrace
awnings can provide solutions for almost every exterior space or window.
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The Luxaflex® Awnings collection features an extensive choice of fabrics, all designed to block glare,
reduce heat and provide protection from UV rays. 

The Dickson Orchestra range is a refined collection inspired by tradition. There are 194 fabrics made
up of 78 solid colours and 116 stripes to choose from. Manufactured from 100% solution dyed acrylic
which means that that the colour is locked in to the yarn guaranteeing against rotting and fading.  

Cleangard is a state of the art treatment for awning fabric, based on an assembly 
of extremely dense nano-molecules, creates a real barrier 
against water and repels the dirt long term. 
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Enjoy more time outdoors on your patio
Motorisation
A motorised awning provides extra comfort for the patio or terrace all year round. Add 
remote controlled lighting and/or heating to continue entertaining well into the night.

The Somfy motor gently powers your awning. It ensures your awning closes correctly in 
its cassette. An independent sun sensor automatically activates the awning when the 
programmed sunlight threshold is reached. The wind sensor monitors conditions around
your awning at all times automatically retracting the awning in strong winds.

Extend your living room to the patio with one click!

Awnings
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Lighting and heating
Extend your enjoyment of 'al fresco' evenings by adding controllable heat and light.

The white powder coated aluminium light box fits neatly and unobtrusively onto the underside 
of the awning.  Available on Armony, Base Plus and Arezzo models, each high quality downlighter
can be individually angled to provide the best lighting effect. The lights on motorised awnings are
controlled by the same Somfy Telis Solaris remote control unit that controls the awning.

The all weather patio heater is available with 
an integrated light at each end and can be used 
with any model of awning. It can be controlled 
using a Somfy control system making it ideal for 
use underneath awnings.
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Facette® Shades
Soft fabrics for subtle light control

Roman Shades
Decorate your windows with a tailored, textured look

Silhouette® Shades
Gentle translucency for an endless variety of moods

Wood Blinds
Nature’s warmth and beauty, in your home

Duette® Shades
Filtering light and insulating your home all year round

Vertical Blinds
Elegant simplicity for larger windows

Roller Blinds
Express your style with an individual touch

Venetian Blinds
Create light control and privacy with this design classic

Plissé Shades
Uniquely decorative, with a shape that suits your style

Japanese Design Collection
Create your own minimalist Japanese environment

Interior Shutters
Timeless Style

Awnings
Bring comfort and individuality outdoor

Designed by Luxaflex ®. Inspired by you.

Choose Luxaflex® Window Styling for a unique quality product with a five-year guarantee.
Luxaflex® Window Styling offer a wide range of attractive window coverings with an extensive
choice of materials, colours, designs, finishes and control options. Your dealer will ensure that 
your Luxaflex®products are tailor-made to your requirements and that they are delivered to your
home quickly and reliably.




